This paper investigates the relationship between securitization activity and the extension of subprime credit. The analysis is motivated by two sets of compelling empirical facts. First, the origination of subprime mortgages exploded between the years 2003 and 2005. Second, the securitization of subprime loans increased substantially over the same time period, driven primarily by the five largest independent broker/dealer investment banks. We argue that the relative shift in the securitization activity of investment banks was driven by forces exogenous to factors impacting lending decisions in the primary mortgage market and resulted in lower ZIP code denial rates, higher subprime origination rates, and higher subsequent default rates. Consistent with recent findings in the literature, we provide evidence that the increased securitization activity of investment banks reduced lenders' incentives to carefully screen borrowers.
Introduction
This paper investigates whether growth in the securitization of subprime mortgages caused increases in the extension of subprime mortgage credit. This is significant because Diamond and Rajan (2009) suggest that a misallocation of resources to the real estate sector, facilitated by activity in the securitization market, contributed to the recent financial crisis. We are motivated by two empirical facts. First, Mian and Sufi (2009) Securitization activity and subprime mortgage originations are clearly correlated, but empirically disentangling causality is difficult. We construct a test of causality that differentiates between competing hypotheses. A securitization-driven hypothesis states that increased securitization by investment banks increased the supply of credit because securitization activity alters the cost of lending or the screening incentives of lenders, or both. A primarymarket driven hypothesis states that the subprime loan origination increase was driven by an observed (e.g., incomes, house prices) or unobserved (e.g., lender risk preferences) primary mortgage market shock. Under this alternative hypothesis, securitization activity increased as a take-out mechanism for banks and mortgage originators not wishing to hold mortgages on their balance sheet.
Establishing causality between the primary mortgage market and the securitization market is fraught with endogeneity problems. Tests that estimate the relation between the percentages of originated loans that are securitized or sold to the secondary market and the number of subprime loans originated across ZIP codes establish correlation but not causality. A positive correlation could indicate that increased securitization caused an increase in primary market lending, that increased lending in the primary market caused an increase in securitization, or that some other variable caused an increase in both securitization and lending.
We design our empirical specification to address the omitted variable and simultaneity challenges. We rely on a feature of our data to solve the omitted variables problem. Our unique sample matches individual loans to securitization deals, allowing us to identify the specific securitizing bank associated with a securitized subprime loan in a given ZIP code. This detail allows us to compare the securitization activity of different securitizing banks within a ZIP code. Any demographic or macroeconomic variable impacting mortgage originations should impact the securitization activity of banks within a ZIP code equally. Thus, any difference between banks' securitizing activity in a ZIP code should be on account of factors unrelated to macroeconomic, demographic, or other latent factors.
We address the simultaneity issue by constructing a variable, which we call Excess Demand, that is designed to capture only securitization market influences. The Excess Demand variable measures differences in the growth of securitization activity between broker/dealer investment banks and their noninvestment bank counterparts. We hypothesize that differences in securitization activity between the two types of banks represent factors correlated with the securitization market and not the primary origination market. Relevant institutional differences that are correlated with the demand for investment banks to securitize mortgages include, but are not limited to, regulatory differences, reliance on the repo market, and product strategy. We find that ZIP codes associated with Excess Demand of 75 percentage points (1 standard deviation) resulted in 2.5-6.5% higher subprime mortgage origination rates per household. In analyzing the consequences of credit expansion, we find that ZIP codes with 1 standard deviation higher excess demand exhibited almost 1% higher subsequent default rates.
We analyze the mechanism by which an increase in securitization activity would lead to an extension of credit. At least two possible mechanisms exist. First, an increase in securitization activity among a set of banks could result in a lower cost of capital for mortgage originating banks, allowing lending banks to move down the credit quality curve. Relatively negative net present value (NPV) loans for some banks are positive NPV investments for banks with a lower cost of capital. An alternative explanation suggests that securitization lowered the screening incentives of lending institutions (Rajan, Seru, and Vig (RSV), 2010a) . We provide empirical evidence consistent with a reduced screening explanation. Consistent with theoretical predictions of the impact of securitization on screening, conditional on observable hard information, the variance in subprime interest rates declined most in areas with low average credit quality. Further, interest rates on mortgage loans were more sensitive to hard information signals in high excess demand ZIP codes on average. Finally, we find a positive relation between the origination of low or no documentation loans in areas with high excess demand, which is further evidence that increased securitization activity reduced lenders' incentives to screen.
We also consider the robustness of our Excess Demand variable. In particular, we test whether our excess demand specification captures secondary market demand, as hypothesized. We exploit an event that impacted the cost of securitizing mortgages but was unrelated to the primary mortgage market. In May 2004, Standard and Poor's (S&P) began to require higher levels of credit enhancement for securitization deals that contained mortgage loans from states with uncertain or vague definitions of assignee liability laws on the grounds that these loans constituted a future liability to the trust issuing the securitization deal.
2 The S&P ratings requirement reflected a change in how S&P would treat already enacted laws. Thus, while the ratings change had an impact on the cost of securitizing a loan, it should not have directly impacted mortgage originations (except through the securitization channel). We find that the five investment banks that increased their securitization activity substantially between the years 2003 and 2005 also increased their securitization activity at a much lower rate in a state whose assignee liability laws had been in place the longest prior to the change in S&P treatment of assignee liability laws. A decline in the securitization activities of investment banks surrounding this event suggests that forces specific to the securitization market were driving securitization activity, as opposed to the securitization market simply responding to primary market outcomes. Mian and Sufi (2009) investigate causes of the expansion in subprime mortgage credit and find evidence consistent with an increase in lending supply that is correlated with securitization activity, as opposed to explanations such as increases in borrowers' incomes or expected house price appreciation. Our work furthers 2 Assignee liability laws increase the cost of securitizing a loan because they increase the amount of credit support required of deals that contain loans from states with these laws. The primary forms of credit support come in the form of increased subordination or excess spread, and the costs of providing this support are implicitly borne by the securitizing bank.
their results by identifying the causal influence of the securitization channel, specifically on lending supply.
This work also further contributes to the literature by investigating the specific mechanisms by which securitization might influence lending supply, by either lowering lenders' cost of capital or reducing lenders' incentives to carefully screen borrowers. Our evidence suggests that securitization's effect on screening incentives is likely at play. This result is consistent with a series of papers by Keys, Mukherjee, Seru, and Vig (KMSV) (2009, 2010) , Keys, Seru, and Vig (KSV) (2012) , RSV (2010a RSV ( , 2010b , and Purnanandam (2011) . KMSV (2010) show that securitized loans with a credit score slightly above the traditional subprime threshold (FICO 620) were 20% more likely to default than securitized loans slightly below the subprime threshold. The result is concentrated in no or low documentation loans and is interpreted as evidence that the prospect of securitizing loans reduces lenders' incentives to screen borrowers carefully. In a similar spirit, Purnanandam (2011) shows that banks active in pursuing an originate-todistribute model of lending did not expend resources in screening their borrowers.
Finally, the cause of the rapid increase in securitization activity itself is a subject of considerable interest. Gorton and Metrick (2010) attribute the rise in securitization activity, particularly among broker/dealer investment banks, to the investment banks' reliance on the repo market for short term financing. Acharya, Schnabl, and Suarez (2009) and Acharya and Richardson (2009) argue that securitization increased to facilitate regulatory capital arbitrage via asset-backed commercial paper programs. Loutskina and Strahan (2009) demonstrate the sensitivity of a bank's mortgage lending decisions to the ability of the bank to securitize mortgage loans. Shleifer and Vishny (2010) model securitization as a rational response to mispricing in underlying fundamentals. Our goal is not to provide direct evidence on the exact cause(s) of the increase in securitization. Instead, we focus on demonstrating how the increase influenced activity in the primary mortgage market.
Theoretical motivation and empirical strategy
Theoretical models of credit rationing posit multiple factors that potentially influence credit extension decisions. The supply of credit could increase in response to factors influencing the attributes of borrowers or lenders. Mian and Sufi (2009) consider borrower and lender factors, including a decline in the expected borrower probability of default on account of a positive shock to borrower incomes, a change in expected collateral values, or a shock to the supply afforded by lenders. They present empirical evidence that rules out borrower income shocks or expected house price appreciation and find evidence more consistent with a change in the supply of credit offered by lenders.
The supply of credit a lender optimally offers could itself be influenced by several factors, securitization among them. A liquid secondary market could impact a lender's cost of capital and its incentive to carefully screen borrowers. Theoretical models focus most specifically on how securitization impacts lenders' incentives to screen potential borrowers. RSV (2010a RSV ( , 2010b and Parlour and Plantin (2008) both offer models of securitization's impact on screening incentives. Liquid secondary markets are beneficial in that they allow lenders to liquidate existing loans to pursue other profitable lending opportunities. However, liquid secondary markets alter lenders' incentives to gather costly soft information on borrowers, particularly low credit quality borrowers on whom soft information is most costly to obtain.
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Whether securitization has the effect of lowering a lender's cost of capital or altering incentives to screen, or both, higher levels of securitization should result in increased credit extension in the primary mortgage market. However, identifying the causal influence of securitization activity on credit extension decisions can be problematic because the set of borrower characteristics and demographic factors that make loans appealing to mortgage originators would also make loans appealing to participants in the securitization market. Thus, establishing an empirical correlation between mortgage originations and securitization does not uniquely identify the role of securitization in the credit extension process. For concreteness, consider the simple regression model
This specification proposes that credit extension decisions are impacted by the number (or proportion) of originated loans subsequently sold to the secondary market, Sec.Mkt.Sold, and a list of controls, X. Unobserved variables impacting credit extension outcomes are included in the error term. Any unobserved variables associated with demographics or expected macroeconomic conditions that impact lending outcomes would also impact the loan purchasing decisions of securitizing banks. The omitted variables that influence credit extension decisions are also likely to be positively correlated with secondary purchasing activity. Thus, the presence of omitted variables could result in overestimating the impact of the variable Sec.Mkt.Sold on observed credit extension outcomes. To identify the unique impact of securitization on credit extension decisions, we need to specify a variable that is correlated with secondary market activity but is independent of other factors that cause credit supply to be different across ZIP codes.
Our identification strategy relies on a comparison of the securitization activity of a treatment sample of banks against the securitization activity of a control sample within a given ZIP code. We assign the five largest broker/ dealer investment banks to a pseudo-treatment sample because we hypothesize their securitization activity to be driven by factors unique to the secondary mortgage market. We employ a measure of the differences in securitization activity between the treated and control samples as our key variable in estimating the simple specification
3 Secondary market participants rationally anticipate lenders' motives to liquidate loans, creating a potential lemons market. However, as long as the probability that the bank is selling a loan for liquidity motives is sufficiently high, as opposed to the disposing of a lemon loan, then loans can be pooled and trade in secondary markets will exist. 
:
The subscript i references ZIP codes, subscript t references t number of years prior to a given year T, and X is a matrix of demographic and macroeconomic controls. In our empirical tests we measure excess demand using differences in securitization activity The excess demand specification meets the identification requirement in the following way. First, comparing rates of growth in securitization activity among a cross section of banks within a ZIP code meets the criteria of a variable that is correlated with securitization activity. Second, we believe that the differences in securitization activity between the treated sample and the control sample are being driven by factors in the securitization market that are independent of factors that cause credit in the primary market to be supplied differently across ZIP codes.
Our excess demand specification has other advantages. First, it essentially controls for the natural rate of securitizing loans from a given ZIP code because it accounts for factors in a ZIP code common to all banks that could influence the baseline rate of growth in securitization activity. Second, computing the difference between the treated sample growth rate in securitization activity and the baseline (control) rate of growth identifies the amount of extra credit extension that is unique to the factors influencing only the five broker/dealer investment banks in the treatment sample relative to the control. That is, the factors that make the treatment sample of banks different (and are presumed to be exogenous to primary market lending decisions) impact lending decisions only through the securitization channel. The only remaining concern would be with omitted variables in a ZIP-year pair that are uniquely correlated with only the five treated investment banks and not the control sample of banks through a channel other than the securitization channel. While we cannot rule out that such omitted variables exist, the possibility seems unlikely.
Increase in subprime securitization activity
In this subsection, we lay the foundation for the assignment of broker/dealer investment banks into the treated sample. Fig. 1 provides data on the subprime securitization underwriting activity of various financial institutions through time. During our sample period, as many as 36 different financial institutions were responsible for the creation of a subprime securitization deal, but the bulk of the deal creation was done by relatively few financial institutions. Over 90% of Fig. 1 . Documenting the cross-sectional and time series dynamics in subprime securitization underwriting activity. We report the total number of subprime residential mortgage-backed securitization deals by underwriter. Deal-level data are obtained from ABSNet. the deals were originated by 15 financial institutions, and almost 75% of the deals were originated by ten financial institutions. As for deal creation through time, over 50% of the deals were originated between 2003 and 2005. Taken together, these stylized facts indicate that the majority of subprime securitization activity was fueled by relatively few banks over a short period of time.
Of particular interest is an observed dramatic shift in the relative market share of the deal-originating banks over this period. In 2003, the five independent broker/ dealer investment banks were responsible for 32.1% of the deals originated. The five investment banks' market share grew aggressively over the next 2 years, reaching a peak market share of 47.7% of originated deals in 2005. In the space of 2 years, the five investment banks essentially increased their relative market share of subprime securitization deal originations by almost 50%. In Fig. 2 , using a bank-ZIP code-year panel, we provide a plot of securitization activity for the investment banks through time. The solid line represents the average share of all securitized subprime loans that are associated with the five independent broker/dealer investment banks and the dotted lines represent information about the distribution of ownership share across ZIP codes. The plot highlights two features of the market. First, it confirms that, on average, the investment banks increased their securitization activity substantially over 2003-2005 relative to competing underwriters. 4 Second, the increase in the 5th percentile of market share indicates that the increase in securitization activity was significant across all geographies.
Assigning banks to the treated or control sample
The preceding evidence raises the question: Why did the five broker/dealer investment banks increase their deal activity so dramatically over 2003-2005? We hypothesize that the five investment banks were unique in their ability and incentives to increase securitization market share for at least three specific reasons: differences in regulation (capital requirements in particular), reliance on the repo market for short-term financing, and product strategy. The evidence we provide is potentially consistent with all three explanations. Moreover, broker/ dealer investment banks likely differ from their competing creators of securities in other ways, and securitization activity could have increased for other reasons. In our view, it is difficult to convincingly determine the exact cause of differences in securitization activity between the two types of banks. That said, the necessary criteria to test a securitization-driven hypothesis is that the differences in securitization activity between the two types of banks are correlated with securitization-related factors and exogenous to factors that influence mortgage origination decisions (except through the securitization channel).
5
During the securitization boom, broker/dealer investment banks were regulated differently than commercial banks. Commercial banks were regulated by the Federal Reserve; investment banks, by the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). 6 The differences in the regulatory environment have consequence in the origination of securitization deals for two important reasons. First, investment banks are not subject to the same leverage restrictions as commercial banks. Higher leverage can be used to free up equity to pursue profitable opportunities. In an SEC 4 In unreported regression results (for the sake of brevity) we confirm that the change in securitization activity of the five investment banks was statistically significant. 5 Put differently, our empirical strategy relies less on pinpointing the exact reason(s) that the securitization activity of the investment banks increased relative to the noninvestment banks than it does on identifying that differences in securitization activity are correlated with the securitization market. While we cannot identify exact causes of the observed differences in securitization-only that differences are exogenous to the primary market-we are not agnostic about the mechanism by which securitization could impact credit extension. (SEC, 2008, p. 18) . The anecdotal evidence suggests that the broker/dealer investment banks were able to ramp up activity aggressively on account of some regulatory slack. Regulatory differences are important in disentangling the relationship between securitization activity and credit extension decisions because they could be the cause of differences in securitization activity. However, general regulatory differences between investment and commercial banks are not sufficient in explaining why investment banks increased securitization activity relative to commercial banks-only that they could. That is, regulatory differences potentially explain why investment banks could securitize more but do not rule out that differences in securitization over a short period of time (2003) (2004) (2005) were driven by primary market factors, with investment banks better able to handle the securitization of a huge influx in newly originated mortgages on account of those regulatory differences.
As evidence of a very specific difference in the investment banks regulatory environment that could have influenced securitization demand, we highlight a regulatory change in 2004 that uniquely impacted the capital requirements of the five broker/dealer investment banks relative to competing underwriters. In October 2003, the SEC proposed amending a series of rules that had the effect of reducing capital requirements for the five largest broker/dealer investment banks. 8 The change did not come without a cost to the broker/dealers. In exchange for being allowed to use internal risk-based models, the investment banks would be required to submit their risk models to an (footnote continued) SEC audit each month. In the aftermath of the Bear Stearns and Lehman Brothers collapses, it has been revealed that the proposed SEC audits did not occur with the frequency or intensity originally intended (SEC, 2008) . 9 A short-hand formula is net capital ¼cashþ (marketable securities À regulatory haircut). 10 In discussing the amendment, the SEC estimated that a broker/ dealer could reallocate capital to fund business for which the rate of return would be approximately 20 basis points higher. Capital is required in the production of securitization deals for at least two reasons. First, the average subprime mortgage loan is warehoused for 2-4 months by the underwriting bank before it is placed into a securitizing structured investment vehicle. Thus, securitization involves the carrying costs associated with purchasing and warehousing mortgages before the structure can be funded by the sale of the asset-backed securities produced by the deal. Second, most deals require overcollateralization, which comes in the form of an equity tranche funded by the underwriting bank. In our sample of 1,315 securitization deals, the average deal benefited from 1.75% overcollateralization. Given that the average deal was composed of $985 million in mortgage principle, funding the equity tranche would require a capital outlay of over $17 million, on average.
A second possible explanation for the growth in securitization activity of the investment banks relative to commercial banks has to do with investment banks' reliance on the repo market for short-term financing (Gorton and Metrick, 2010) . Securitization is relevant to the repo market because the highly rated bonds produced from securitization deals serve as collateral in repo transactions. Hordahl and King (2008) suggest that ''(former) top US investment banks funded roughly half of their assets using repo markets. '' 11 In contrast, Gorton and Metrick (2010) conclude that ''commercial banks did not rely heavily on repo.'' The repo-induced increase in securitization implies that investment banks retained portions of the securitization deals they originated, a hypothesis difficult to confirm empirically. 12 However, the reliance on the repo market for investment banks relative to noninvestment banks does provide a potential explanation as to why investment banks ramped up securitization activity-an explanation that is not correlated with the primary mortgage market. Finally, we posit that one explanation of the rapid increase in securitization activity is simply the decision of the broker and dealer investment banks, particularly Lehman Brothers and Bear Stearns, to be industry leaders in the creation of structured, fixed-income securities.
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The five broker/dealer investment banks were also near the top of the league table in the origination of various types of collateralized debt obligations (CDOs), including collateralized loan obligations (CLOs) and collateralized bond obligations (CBOs). The product strategy of broker/ dealer investment banks also differed from noninvestment banks in that the investment banks did not have retail banking operations. Investment banks did not originate mortgages as part of a menu of services offered to retail clients.
14 While the broker/dealer investment banks did purchase some primary market mortgage originators, the originators they purchased were wholesale originators, meaning they originated mortgages solely for the purpose of selling them to secondary markets to be securitized.
Summary of empirical strategy
The preceding subsections describe that first, securitization activity of broker/dealer investment banks significantly outpaced the securitization activity of noninvestment banks between the years 2003 and 2005; second, at least three plausible explanations as to why the heightened securitization activity of investment banks was because of factors exogenous to the primary mortgage market; and, finally, the construction of a variable, Excess Demand, that measures exogenous secondary market demand. Using ZIP code level data, our empirical tests measure the cross-sectional variation in primary market lending outcomes in the years 2004 and 2005, separately, as a function of the cross-sectional variation in excess demand. A second set of tests evaluates the cross-sectional variation in the performance of 2004 and 2005 vintage loans as a function of the cross-sectional variation in excess demand. We use the Excess Demand variable to test a lax screening hypothesis as the mechanism by which securitization influenced credit extension decisions.
Data and summary statistics
Our analysis of the link between securitization activity and the extension of credit employs mortgage origination data from the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) data set and data on securitized loans provided by LoanPerformance. LoanPerformance, a subsidiary of First American Trust, reports borrower attributes and loanlevel information for about 90% of all subprime securitization deals over the past 10 years.
15 Important loan-level attributes include borrower FICO scores, cumulative loanto-value (LTV) ratios, debt-to-income (DTI) ratios, loan types, and the level of income documentation supporting each loan. We rely on deal summary information provided by ABSNet, a subsidiary of S&P, to identify the underwriter responsible for the production of each securitization deal. Our analysis also requires data on the credit attributes of all potential borrowers within a given ZIP code. Equifax Inc. provides a file of the share of tract residents (which we aggregate to ZIP codes) with high, medium, and low credit scores. In our effort to control for factors that influence mortgage demand in the primary market, we utilize data on median income levels, housing units, home ownership rates, and construction permits made available from the Bureau of the Census. Appendix Section A.1 contains a detailed description of the HMDA and demographic data. Appendix Section A.2 outlines the matching of LoanPerformance to ABSNet, a necessary step in identifying the bank responsible for the securitization of individual loans. Our analysis is designed to explain the cross-sectional variation in levels of credit extension at the ZIP code level in the years 2004 and 2005. Panels A and B of Table 1 11 Lehman Brothers in particular was especially dependent on the repo market. Anton R. Valukas in a 2010 bankruptcy report (In Re Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc., et al. Debton, Chapter 11 Case no. D8-13555, US Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of New York) provides the following evidence: ''Lehman funded itself through the short-term repo markets and had to borrow tens or hundreds of billions of dollars in those markets each day from counterparties to be able to open for business. '' 12 Erel, Nadauld, and Stulz (2011) provide estimates of the holdings of highly rated tranches of securitizations on banks' balance sheets. The authors are unable to determine whether the subprime bonds held on balance sheets were originated by the bank holding the bonds.
13 Industry practitioners at a leading bulge bracket investment bank, in answering our question as to why they increased their securitization activity so dramatically over the 2003-2005 period, indicated their desire to be at the top of the league table in the origination of structured products. 14 This point is important because it rules out the possibility that differences across ZIP codes in securitization activity of investment banks relative to commercial banks were driven by the location of retail mortgage originators. Further, for originators' location to be responsible for securitization differences, it would have to be the case that investment banks were affiliated with originators only in the most active subprime originating ZIP codes and that commercial banks were not.
describe the cross-sectional variation in the raw data. Using the HMDA's higher-priced definition of subprime originations, 3.4% of mortgage originations across ZIP codes were financed with a subprime loan. That number jumped to 5.8% in 2005. Under the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) subprime lender definition, subprime loans represented 2.5% of loans per household, with a small increase to 2.6% in 2005. Differences in reported subprime origination activity between the two measures highlight the need to consider both in our empirical tests. Matching LoanPerformance to ABSNet deal summaries allows us to create a bank-ZIP code panel of securitization activity. Securitized loan data are aggregated to the ZIP code level by calculating the total number and average attributes of loans associated with investment banks and noninvestment banks for a given ZIP code in a given year. Panel C of Table 1 reports summary statistics on securitization activity at the ZIP code level. Between the years 2003 and 2005 investment banks essentially doubled (þ107.3%) the number of securitized loans, on average. Comparatively, at the ZIP code level, noninvestment banks increased their securitization activity by 39.6% over the same time period. The difference of 67 percentage points represents the average excess demand in a ZIP code. Panel C also highlights the cross-sectional variation in excess demand. ZIP codes in the lowest 10th percentile exhibited negative excess demand, and ZIP codes in the highest 10th percentile exhibited substantial differences in the securitization activity of investment banks and noninvestment banks. Final sample sizes in each of our tests are dictated by the number of ZIP codes for which primary market origination data and secondary market securitization data are both available.
Evaluating secondary market excess demand and primary market outcomes

Balancing on observables and event validity
Table 2 shows summary statistics on the bank-ZIP code panel. Average FICO scores increased through time, as did average LTV and DTI ratios. On average, across ZIP codes, no consistent differences exist between the types of loans securitized by investment banks as compared with noninvestment banks. However, given that our identification comes in comparing cross-sectional differences in securitization activity, we want to ensure that our estimation sample includes only ZIP codes that contain comparable types of loans among the treatment and control sample of banks prior to the change in securitization activity, which occurred in 2004 and 2005. To ensure this is the case, in each ZIP code in the year 2003 we calculate the average loan FICO and LTV for the treatment and control sample of banks and remove from the sample any ZIP codes with statistically different average FICO or LTV measures. Balancing the sample of bank-ZIP code observations with comparable pre-event FICO and LTVs How were the investment banks able to obtain collateral to ramp up their securitization activity? Bloomberg reports the identities of loan originators for the bulk of the deals in our sample. In circumstances in which an entire collateral pool was originated by one lender, Bloomberg reports the name of the lender. In circumstances in which collateral was originated by multiple lenders, Bloomberg reports the term ''multiple.'' During the years 2002 and 2003, 90 .3% of the investment bank-originated deals had collateral originated by multiple lenders, compared with 
Excess demand and credit expansion
Our tests require a measurement of access to credit in the primary mortgage market. The traditional measure has been the mortgage denial rate (Mian and Sufi, 2009; Dell'Ariccia, Igan, and Laeven, 2008; Gabriel and Rosenthal, 2007) . As suggested by Mayer and Pence (2008) , denial rates might not accurately reflect borrowers' access to credit because of potential problems with the measurement of mortgage applications, which serve as the denominator in the denial rate calculation. Subprime mortgage originators were known to have aggressively marketed to potential borrowers, thereby endogenously increasing the number of applications. If mortgages are not originated at the same rate as applications endogenously increase, the denial rate could be biased. In addressing this issue, Mayer and Pence (2008) propose scaling mortgage originations by the total number of housing units in a ZIP code. We follow this convention in calculating our measure of access to mortgage credit. For comparison purposes, we also estimate the impact of securitization activity on the conventional mortgage denial rate, though it is not our preferred measure.
We estimate the relation between the fraction of originated subprime loans per housing unit and the mortgage denial rate at the ZIP code level as a function of our measure of excess demand from the securitization market. We control for important factors that impact the demand and supply of mortgage credit. We control for house prices in the year prior to mortgage origination as a proxy for expectations surrounding the value of the loan collateral. Equifax provides data on the share of tract residents with high, medium, and low credit scores. We aggregate the measures to the ZIP code level, allowing us to control for average borrower credit quality. 18 We also control for median levels of income as an important factor influencing expected default rates. Finally, we control for home ownership rates, housing permits, and the unemployment rate to capture general macroeconomic trends that could impact housing market activity and the demand for credit.
19 Tables 3 and 4 report the coefficients and t-statistics arising from an ordinary least square (OLS) regression of the log of originated subprime loans per housing unit as a function of our measure of excess demand and control variables. Columns 1 and 2 of Table 3 report Table 4 report results of the same specification over similar time periods when measuring subprime originations using the HUD subprime lender list definition.
Qualitatively, the estimates indicate that ZIP codes associated with larger excess demand resulted in higher subprime mortgage origination rates. To better understand the economic magnitude of the results, consider the summary statistics associated with the excess demand variable tabulated in Table 1 . In the average ZIP code from 2003 to 2004, the treatment sample investment banks increased their securitization activity 50.2 percentage points more than control sample noninvestment banks (i.e., investment banks increased securitization activity 85%, while commercial banks increased activity 33%). 20 The estimated results using the HMDA higher-priced definition of subprime loans imply that ZIP codes experiencing average excess demand from broker/ dealer investment banks resulted in a modest 2.0% more originated subprime loans per housing unit (i.e., moving from five subprime loans per one hundred households to 5.1 subprime loans per one hundred households). Using the HMDA estimates in consistent with the higher-priced sample. Average investment bank excess demand resulted in 2.3-5.5% more originated subprime loans per housing unit, depending on the specification. As another means of benchmarking the magnitude of the results, we compare them with estimated results when using the more conventional, but endogenous measure of securitization activity-the percentage of loans sold to the secondary market-as the key explanatory variable. We report these results in Columns 3 and 4 of Tables 3 and 4. A 1 standard deviation increase in the percentage of loans sold to the securitization market (from 12.3% to 14.5% depending on the year) is associated with an increase of 8.5-20% more subprime loans per housing unit. The magnitude of these estimates is larger than estimates using our Excess Demand measure. We interpret these results as being consistent with our conjecture that measuring securitization activity using the endogenous percentage of loans sold to the secondary market results in biased estimates of the impact of securitization on credit extension. Table 5 use the conventional percentage of loans sold to the secondary market measure of securitization. A 1 standard deviation increase in the percentage of originated loans sold to the secondary market is associated with a 1.5% decrease in mortgage denial rates, which is further evidence that the percent sold to the secondary market measure overstates securitization's impact.
Lagged rates of house price appreciation might not adequately capture expected rates of house price appreciation. As an alternative, we consider measures of housing supply elasticity as a proxy for expected house price Table 3 Secondary market demand and access to credit: higher-priced definition of subprime.
We estimate cross-sectional regressions on data from the years 2004 and 2005 separately. The regressions measure the impact of demand from the secondary mortgage market on the extension of credit in the primary mortgage market. Access to credit in the primary mortgage market is measured as the natural log of the number of originated subprime loans as a fraction of total housing units in a given ZIP code. Subprime loan originations are measured using the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act higher-priced definition. See Appendix for details. Our excess demand measure of secondary market demand is calculated as the difference between growth in the securitization activity of the broker/dealer investment banks subtracted by the growth rate in securitization activity for all other securitizing banks. We discuss the construction and aggregation of the control variables to the ZIP code level in the Appendix. Standard errors are clustered at the state level. nnn, nn, and n indicate significance at the 1, 5, and 10% level, respectively. Saiz (2008) . We then classify each ZIP code as an above-or below-median housing elasticity ZIP code, based on the associated MSAlevel elasticity score. Appendix Table A1 recreates the main  results of Tables 3 and 4 using a below-median housing market elasticity indicator variable as a proxy for expected house price appreciation. Estimates indicate that low elasticity ZIP codes (high expected house price appreciation) are associated with higher levels of subprime credit extension. The estimated coefficients on excess demand are lower in the presence of the below-median housing elasticity but remain qualitatively similar to those produced in Tables 3  and 4 , confirming that the Excess Demand variable captures economic factors aside from variation in expected home price appreciation. 
Consequences of credit market expansion
Section 4.2 provides evidence that securitization activity is associated with an increase in the extension of credit. In this subsection, we investigate the consequences of the credit expansion. 23 An increase in the extension of Table 4 Secondary market demand and access to credit: Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) measure of subprime. We estimate cross-sectional regressions on data from the years 2004 and 2005 separately. The regressions measure the impact of demand from the secondary mortgage market on the extension of credit in the primary mortgage market. Access to credit in the primary mortgage market is measured as the natural log of the number of originated subprime loans as a fraction of total housing units in a given ZIP code. Subprime loan originations are measured using the HUD subprime lender list definition. See Appendix for details. Our excess demand measure of secondary market demand is calculated as the difference between growth in the securitization activity of the broker/dealer investment banks subtracted by the growth rate in securitization activity for all other securitizing banks. We discuss the construction and aggregation of the control variables to the ZIP code level in the Appendix. Standard errors are clustered at the state level.
nnn , nn and n indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Table 6 also shows that ZIPs with higher initial rates of house price appreciation also experienced increases in adverse credit outcomes.
The increases in delinquency and default rates as a function of excess demand are further evidence consistent with a securitization-driven credit expansion hypothesis. These results are also consistent with evidence provided by KMSV (2010) and KSV (2010) who find higher delinquencies as a function of securitization as well as Piskorski, Seru, and Vig (2010) who show higher Table 5 Secondary market demand and access to credit: ZIP code denial rate.
We estimate cross-sectional regressions on data from the years 2004 and 2005 separately. The regressions measure the impact of demand from the secondary mortgage market on the extension of credit in the primary mortgage market. Access to credit in the primary mortgage market is measured as the fraction of loan applications in a ZIP code that are denied. Subprime loan originations are measured using the Department of Housing and Urban Development subprime lender list definition. See Appendix for details. Our excess demand measure of secondary market demand is calculated as the difference between growth in the securitization activity of the broker/dealer investment banks subtracted by the growth rate in securitization activity for all other securitizing banks. We discuss the construction and aggregation of the control variables to the ZIP code level in the Appendix. foreclosure rates on securitized loans as compared with bank-held loans.
Credit expansion: lower cost of capital or lax screening?
In this section, we explore the mechanism by which increased secondary market demand influences credit expansion. A decreased cost of capital and lax screening explanation are both consistent with evidence on the expansion of subprime credit presented thus far. In evaluating which explanation was most likely at play, we conduct a test first prescribed by RSV (2010a RSV ( , 2010b . Under a lax screening hypothesis, RSV argue that a newly originated loans' interest rate should rely more heavily on hard information signals in a high-securitization environment. This is because an activesecuritization market lowers the incentive of lenders to gather costly soft information, leaving lenders to price loans based on easily observed hard information. If lenders were to gather costly soft information on poor quality borrowers and price loans accordingly, interest rates would reflect a wider distribution in credit quality than can be observed from hard information signals. As such, conditional on observable hard information, we expect to see the distribution of interest rates to decline as securitization increases.
Empirically, we test the following predictions. Interest rates in a high-securitization regime should exhibit a lower standard deviation than interest rates in a low-securitization regime. The effect should be exacerbated for lower credit quality loans, on whom soft information is the most costly to In addition to FICOs, LTV, and DTI ratios, we control for the average level of interest rates in a given ZIP code and for the percent of loans in a ZIP code with adjustable-rate features. We cluster standard errors by state. Table 7 reports the results of our test. Column 1 reports baseline results when the change in the standard deviation of interest rates is measured from 2003 to 2004, and Column 4 reports results for the 2003-2005 change. Neither of the estimated coefficients on the Excess Demand variables is significant. However, ZIP codes with lower (higher) average FICO scores are associated with ZIP codes whose standard deviation of interest rates declined (increased) over the 2003-2004 and 2003-2005 time periods. Likewise, LTV ratios and DTI ratios exhibit the expected sign. ZIP codes with higher average interest rates, presumably those with lower average credit quality, were also associated with declining standard deviations.
In Columns 3 and 6 we test whether declines in standard deviations were largest in the lowest credit quality ZIP codes. We interact excess demand with a below-median FICO indicator. The below-median FICO indicator is equal to one if the average ZIP code FICO is below the median of the average ZIP code FICOs in the years 2004 and 2005. Consistent with the estimated coefficients using the continuous FICO specification, below-median credit quality ZIP codes were associated with declining standard deviations. As reported in Column 3, the estimate on excess demand interacted with below-median FICOs is positive, opposite the predicted sign, but is not statistically significant. As reported in Column 6 the interaction term is negative, as expected under a lax screening hypothesis, but is not statistically significant. Though estimates on the interaction terms are inconclusive, we interpret the results in Table 7 as more consistent with a lax screening hypothesis than a declining cost of capital hypothesis. As predicted under a lax screening hypothesis, the standard deviation of interest rates declined over the increased securitization active period in ZIP codes with lower quality observables. A lower cost of capital hypothesis predicts the opposite.
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A lax screening hypothesis has implications outside of a declining standard deviation in interest rates. Interest rates offered borrowers in a high securitization environment should depend more on observables than interest rates offered in a low securitization environment. Consistent with this prediction, RSV (2010a RSV ( , 2010b show that the r-squared of a regression of interest rates on FICO's and LTV's increases from 3% in 1997 to almost 50% in 2006. We perform similar tests using our measure of excess demand as a proxy for securitization activity. We regress the average ZIP code interest rate in the years 2004 and 2005 on ZIP code FICOs and LTV and DTI ratios. We control for the percent of loans in a ZIP code with adjustable-rate features to ensure that adjustable-rate loans with lower average interest rates do not bias our results. We stratify the sample into ZIP codes with positive excess demand (a proxy for high-securitization activity) and negative excess demand (a proxy for lowsecuritization activity).
Estimates are reported in Table 8 . Hard information variables in positive excess demand ZIP codes (Columns 2 and 4) have significantly more explanatory power than in negative excess demand ZIP codes (Columns 1 and 3) . In the 2004 estimates, the r-squared increases from 38.1% in the negative excess demand ZIP code to 51.5% in the positive excess demand ZIP code. A similar pattern exists in the 2005 sample. The r-squared increases from 43.0% to 58.7%. The results also indicate that the magnitudes of the estimated coefficients are significantly larger in the positive excess demand ZIP codes. Columns 3 and 4 report tests of the differences in the estimated coefficients between the positive and negative excess demand ZIP codes. Positive excess demand ZIP codes predict significantly lower interest rates as a function of FICO scores than negative excess demand ZIP codes. Higher LTV ratios predict higher interest rates in positive excess demand ZIP codes. Overall, the results in Table 8 are consistent with loan pricing relying more heavily on observable hard information in high-securitization ZIP codes. 26 We interpret the evidence as being consistent with a lax screening hypothesis.
A final test of a lax screening hypothesis involves the origination of no or low documentation loans. No or low documentation loans refer to loans originated without verification of borrower's income, which is by definition a type of lax screening. We test whether excess demand is related to the origination of such loans. We calculate the change in the percent of no or low documentation loans originated in a given ZIP code between the years Table 8 Lax screening or lower cost of capital: evidence from interest rates.
This table presents the results of cross-sectional regressions of average ZIP code-level interest rates on measures of credit quality within a ZIP code. The dependent variable is the average interest rate on securitized subprime loans at the ZIP code level. We split the sample into positive and negative excess demand ZIP codes. ZIP codes in which the growth in investment bank securitization activity grew more (less) than noninvestment bank securitization activity are defined as having experienced positive (negative) excess demand. Control variables include the average FICO score, loan-to-value (LTV) and debt-to-income (DTI) ratios, and the percentage of loans with adjustable interest rates. Standard errors are clustered at the state level. nnn, nn, and n indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels respectively. Robust t-statistics in parentheses. Tables 7-9 are consistent with the explanation that the subprime credit expansion was associated with securitization activity that reduced lenders incentives to carefully screen borrowers, particularly with regards to soft information. Consistent with this explanation, we find that the average standard deviation of interest rates declined with credit quality. Second, loan pricing was more dependent on hard information signals in high-securitization ZIP codes. Finally, securitization active ZIP codes exhibited larger changes in the fraction of loans originated without full income documentation.
Is excess demand driven by securitization-related factors?
Though hypothesized to be correlated with securitization-related factors, the excess demand specification does not conclusively rule out the possibility that differences in securitization activity between investment and noninvestment banks over the 2003-2005 time period were driven by factors in the primary market. Under a primary market-driven hypothesis, a primary market shock could lead to a boom in origination with differences in securitization activity attributable to differences in regulation between the two types of banks. The differences in capital requirements and leverage restrictions discussed in Section 2.2 could simply reflect differences in how the two sets of banks responded to a primary market shock with investment banks better able to absorb the increased origination volume through securitization.
In this section, we test empirically whether the Excess Demand variable is capturing securitization-related factors. Our test relies on the rating agencies treatment of assignee liability laws in their rating of securitization deals. 27 The key aspect of anti-predatory lending laws, for the purposes of testing our hypothesis, is that certain state laws provide manipulated borrowers with recourse against the eventual assignee, or holder, of a mortgage loan that is deemed to have been originated under fraudulent or predatory practices. Purchasers of loans in the secondary market have traditionally been protected against this threat through the representations and warranties provided by the mortgage originator, which essentially certify, among other things, that a loan was not made fraudulently or in a predatory manner. In May 2004, S&P began to require higher levels of credit enhancement for deals that contained mortgage loans from states with uncertain or vague definitions of predatory loans on the grounds that these loans constituted a Table 9 Lax screening or lower cost of capital: no or low documentation loans. This table presents the results of cross-sectional regressions of changes in the origination of no or low documentation loans as a function of the excess demand measure of secondary market activity. The dependent variable is calculated as the change in the percent of no or low documentation loans in a given ZIP code between the years 2003-2004 and 2003-2005 . Our excess demand measure of secondary market demand is calculated as the difference between growth in the securitization activity of the broker/dealer investment banks subtracted by the growth rate in securitization activity for all other securitizing banks. Control variables include the average FICO score, loan-to-value (LTV) and debt-to-income (DTI) ratios, and the percentage of loans with adjustable interest rates. Standard errors are clustered at the state level.
nnn , nn , and n indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Robust t-statistics in parentheses.
Change in percent loans no documentation or low documentation (2003) (2004) Change in percent loans no documentation or low documentation (2003) (2004) (2005) (1) potential liability to the trust issuing the securitization deal. 28 Requiring higher credit enhancement of a deal is akin to increasing the cost of creating the securitization structure because the two primary forms of credit enhancement-overcollateralization and excess spreadare provided by the securitizing entity. We rely on the S&P announcement regarding the treatment of assignee liability laws as an event that specifically increased the expected cost of securitization. However, the experiment suffers from one limitation. States with assignee liability laws that S&P viewed as unfavorable necessarily had anti-predatory lending laws adversely impacting mortgage originations. Thus, demonstrating empirically that loans originated in a state with unfavorable assignee liability laws suffer from diminished demand from the securitization market could simply be a manifestation of fewer loans being made available to the securitization market from the primary market because fewer are being originated. Because of this possibility, we focus our experiment on a state listed in the S&P report that passed its anti-predatory and associated assignee liability laws well in advance of the S&P announcement. In this way, the impact of the state-level antipredatory legislation on mortgage originations will have already taken effect in the origination market, and the S&P announcement should only have an impact on how the already-enacted state laws impact the cost of securitizing a loan. 29 Massachusetts, known for its strong consumer protection laws, meets these criteria, having originally passed anti-predatory legislation on March 21, 2001. 30 We reiterate that the key to the experiment is not that Massachusetts changed its assignee liability laws, but that S&P changed how it viewed the already enacted laws' impact on the credit ratings of deals with loans from Massachusetts. The timing of the test allows for an experiment determining whether the treatment sample of investment banks increased their demand relatively less in a state with a higher expected cost of securitization. We perform this test in two ways. First, we estimate whether the treatment sample of investment banks increased the number of securitized loans and their relative market share in Massachusetts after the 2004 S&P event relative to other banks and other states. Second, we show the marginal impact of excess demand on the extension of credit in Massachusetts relative to other states around this time period.
The sample period for the difference-in-differences experiment runs from 2003 to 2006 and utilizes the bank-ZIP code-year panel set of data. That is, we track the securitization activity of each securitizing bank in each ZIP code over the years [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] . We begin the sample period in 2003 to allow for the impact of the 2001 Massachusetts legislation on mortgage originations to be taken into account, ensuring that diminished securitization activity is not a manifestation of lower levels of primary market activity. Years 2005 and 2006 are categorized as the event dummy in that they capture securitization activity in the 2 years following the S&P announcement regarding their treatment of assignee liability laws. Table 10 reports the coefficients arising from a difference-in-differences specification using the bank-ZIP code-year panel. We employ three different dependent variables as measures of securitization activity: the raw number of loans securitized by a bank in a ZIP code in a year, the number of securitized loans per housing unit, and the fraction of total securitized loans in a ZIP code that is securitized by a specific bank (market share). We control for the level effect of Massachusetts across all time periods and the interaction of Massachusetts after the event period. Including these additional interactions allows for the desired interpretation on the triple interaction of Massachusetts loans with the treatment sample investment banks after the S&P announcement. We also control for other ZIP code-specific factors such as house prices, average FICO scores, LTV ratios, DTI ratios, borrower leverage, and the percentage of loans with an adjustable rate that would influence the securitization demand for the loans.
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The coefficients on the interaction of interest (Investment banksnMassachusettsnEvent Dummy) is negative and significant, suggesting that the treatment sample investment banks securitized fewer loans from Massachusetts relative to other states after the S&P announcement. The coefficient on the triple interaction reported in Column 2 suggests that the treatment sample investment banks had 25 percentage points lower market share in Massachusetts relative to other states after the S&P announcement. The results tabulated in Column 3 indicate that investment banks securitized 21% fewer loans per housing unit in Massachusetts relative to commercial banks after the S&P announcement. The evidence in Table 10 suggests that the demand of the investment banks for subprime loans in Massachusetts declined in the years following the S&P announcement.
Finally, we estimate whether a reduction in the securitization channel impacted the extension of credit in the primary market. Table 11 tabulates the results of an OLS regression of the number of originated subprime loans per household (and mortgage denial rates) as a function of excess demand, where excess demand is interacted with a dummy for ZIP codes in Massachusetts. Excess demand is measured over the period 2003-2005, and 28 Standard & Poor's listed 15 states and municipalities in which ''there is an increased risk that originators or sellers may inadvertently breach a compliance representation or warranty made in good faith.'' The May 13, 2004 report further states: ''The risk [of potential liability] increases for laws that have subjective standards, such as net tangible benefit or vague repayment ability tests, to determine whether a loan is 'predatory.' '' Abrams (2004) . 29 Increasing the cost of securitizing a loan could impact primary market originations but would do so specifically through the securitization channel. 30 The vast majority of states and municipalities named in the 2004 S&P report passed state-level legislation in the year 2003. Because of this legislation, it is difficult to distinguish between the effect of the increased cost of securitization and the increased cost of mortgage origination in these states. 31 In this specification we cluster standard errors by year and by state given that securitization activity is clearly correlated within each year of the sample, as is securitization activity across states on account of similar demographics, particularly housing markets. We also investigate specifications in which standard errors are clustered by time and bank. The results are similar when the dependent variable is bank market share and number of loans per housing unit but is not significant at the 10% level for the number of loans securitized.
mortgage originations and the denial rate are calculated as of 2005. The estimated coefficient on the interaction term, which measures the marginal impact of the securitization channel on origination rates in Massachusetts, suggests that the decreased securitization demand shown in Table 10 in ZIP codes in Massachusetts contributed to lower levels of credit extension (less subprime loans per household and higher denial rates) as compared with the impact of the securitization channel in ZIP codes from other states over this time period. 32 The cooling of the securitization channel in Massachusetts resulted in 5.4% fewer originated subprime loans per household and a 0.6% higher denial rate when compared with the impact of the securitization channel in other states. We interpret the evidence as consistent with the hypothesis that excess demand measures secondary market influences.
Conclusion
This paper investigates the relation between securitization activity and the extension of subprime mortgage credit. While the literature has shown the explosion in the origination of subprime mortgages between the years 2003 and 2005, we are the first to find that the securitization activity of the five largest independent broker/dealer investment banks relative to other securitizing banks exploded even Table 10 The impact of the cost of securitization on excess demand.
This table estimates the impact of a change in the expected cost of securitization on measures of secondary market activity. We report the coefficients and t-statistics arising from an ordinary least squares regression of measures of secondary mortgage market activity on bank dummy variables, event dummy variables, a state dummy variable that captures a change in the expected cost of securitization, and ZIP code attributes. The dependent variable in Column 1 is calculated as the natural log of the total number of securitized loans associated with a given bank in a given ZIP code in a given year. Column 2 measures the number of securitized loans per housing unit. The dependent variable in Column 3 is calculated as the number of securitized loans associated with a given bank divided by the total number of securitized loans in a given ZIP code in a given year. The text motivates the inclusion of the event dummy variable and the Massachusetts dummy variable. Control variables include the average FICO score, loan-to-value (LTV) and debt-to-income (DTI) ratios, and the percentage of loans with adjustable interest rates. Standard errors are clustered at the state level and by year. nnn, nn, and n indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Robust t-statistics in parentheses. more over the same period. We hypothesize that the differences in securitization activity of the broker/dealer investment banks relative to noninvestment banks were driven by factors specific to the securitization market as opposed to factors in the primary market. We propose that investment banks securitized more loans between the years 2003 and 2005 than their competitor banks because of factors unique to their regulatory environment, their reliance on the collateral-dependent repo market for short-term financing, and differences in product strategy. Our identification strategy is not dependent on identifying the specific reason(s) that the investment banks increased their activity, only that the reason(s) for relative differences in securitization activity are exogenous to factors impacting the lending decisions of all originators in a ZIP code. Relative differences in securitization activity on account of factors exogenous to the primary market allows for the testing of the theoretical belief that the existence of a secondary mortgage market should increase the extension of mortgage credit in the primary market. The results presented in Tables 3 and 4 provide evidence consistent with our hypothesis; that is, increased securitization activity has a positive, economically meaningful impact on the extension of credit in the primary mortgage market. A ZIP code associated with excess demand of 75 percentage points (1 standard deviation) resulted in 2.5-6.5% higher subprime mortgage origination rates and 0.5% lower denial rates. Loans originated in ZIP codes with higher excess demand subsequently defaulted at higher rates.
We provide empirical evidence that securitization had an impact on originations through its effect on lenders incentives to carefully screen borrowers. Consistent with theoretical predictions, we find that the variance and level of interest rates charged to borrowers depended more heavily on observable hard information in low credit Table 11 Exogenous secondary market demand and primary market outcomes.
We report the coefficients and t-statistics arising from an ordinary least squares regression of measures of subprime mortgage origination activity on measures of secondary market demand and control variables. We measure access to credit in the primary mortgage market as the natural log of the number of originated subprime loans as a fraction of total housing units in a given ZIP code, or the average ZIP code mortgage denial rate. Our excess secondary market demand variable is calculated as the difference between the growth rate of secondary market activity for the investment banks subtracted by the growth rate in secondary market activity for all other securitizing banks. In this quality ZIP codes. Further, we find that changes in rates of origination of no or low documentation loans varied positively with our measure of excess demand. We investigate the possibility that our measure of secondary market demand is driven by factors in the primary market as opposed to the hypothesized securitization market. We rely on an event that impacted the cost of securitizing subprime mortgages but did not impact mortgage originations to demonstrate that our measure of excess demand is driven by factors specific to the securitization market.
While we interpret our results as evidence that the practice of securitizing subprime mortgage loans had a causal effect on the quantity and quality of originated subprime loans, we do not readily interpret our results as being applicable to the practice of securitizing mortgage loans in general. A large portion of originated mortgage loans are sold to and securitized by governmentsponsored enterprises (GSEs), and the economics associated with the securitization of GSE mortgage loans differs from the securitization of subprime loans along some important dimensions. These differences include underwriting practices and lenders that cater specifically to GSEs' preferences and standards. As a result, some of the implications from this analysis might not readily apply to all securitization-driven mortgage expansions. That said, it is important to consider why the subprime experience should matter outside of an isolated episode. We believe that certain key aspects of the subprime episode can be used as a laboratory in which a better understanding can be reached about the impact of secondary market activity on the primary market of an asset class.
33 While secondary markets have the effect of expanding the availability of credit to borrowers in the primary market, in certain situations, they can adversely affect the incentives of lenders to carefully perform their role in screening and monitoring borrowers.
Appendix A
A.1. Mortgage origination data from HMDA and ZIP code control variables
Measurement of primary market activity relies on mortgage application and origination data made available by the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act, which requires mortgage originators to report statistics on the attributes of mortgage applications and originations. Avery, Brevoort, and Canner (2007) report that HMDA data cover an estimated 80% of all mortgage activity nationwide. HMDA does not classify loans explicitly as being subprime. We classify HMDA loans as subprime using one of two methods. In 2004, originators began reporting whether the interest rate being charged on a mortgage loan was 3 percentage points greater than the rate on a comparable maturity Treasury security. Loans with at least a 3% rate spread are deemed higher-priced loans and are frequently used as a proxy for subprime loans in the literature. A fuller description of the HMDA higherpriced data and various definitions of subprime mortgages are provided by Mayer and Pence (2008) ; Mayer, Pence, and Sherlund (2009) . The second method we use to identify loans as being subprime in the HMDA data set relies on a list of the most active subprime lenders produced by the Department of Housing and Urban Development. We match each of the mortgage originators in the HMDA data set to the list produced by HUD in the years 2003 to 2005. Loans originated by lenders on the HUD subprime lender list are classified as subprime loans.
We briefly discuss a potential bias introduced into our sample using the HMDA higher-priced classification as a proxy for subprime activity. Loans classified as higher-priced are considered higher-priced relative to a reference asset of comparable maturity. This classification becomes a problem when considering the interest rate on adjustable-rate loans, which technically have a 30-year maturity but whose interest rate is based on short-term rates. The result is that adjustable-rate mortgages are underreported in the HMDA sample, and the magnitude of the bias changes through time depending on the shape of the yield curve. Avery, Brevoort, and Canner (2007) argue that, between 2004 and 2005, at least 13% of the increase in the number of higher-priced loans in the HMDA data is attributable to a flattening of the yield curve. We believe that this potential bias does not impact our key results because the impact of secondary market activity on our measures of credit extension are estimated on a cross section of ZIP codes in the years 2004 and 2005 separately. Any change in the yield curve in a given year should impact all ZIP codes equally.
Our demographic data have been generously provided by Mayer and Pence (2008) . Though discussed in more detail in their research, we briefly recap the construction of the data for the purposes of this paper. Equifax Inc. provides data on the share of tract residents with high, medium, and low credit scores. High credit scores are classified as having a Vantage Score greater than 700. Medium credit scores range from 640 to 700, and low scores are below 640. The tract data are aggregated to the ZIP code level using geolytics software provided at http:// mcdc2.missouri.edu/websas/geocorr2k.html. Tract-level median income, home ownership rates, and housing units are provided by the 2000 census. Median income is aggregated to the ZIP level and sorted into quintiles in the following way. Within each MSA, ZIP code median incomes are sorted and then split into quartiles according to their relative income ranking and assigned corresponding indicator variables showing their respective income quintile within the MSA. Where possible, we use ZIP codelevel house price indexes made available by LoanPerformance. We match ZIP code house price indexes to loans according to the ZIP code reported in the loan documentation from LoanPerformance. If a house price index is not available for a given ZIP code, we use MSA-level house price indexes and state-level indexes for the rare ZIP code 33 A literature establishing the impact of secondary market activity on primary market activity is gaining traction. For example, Shivdasani and Wang (2011) investigate whether the securitization of corporate loans caused the recent leveraged buyout boom, and Nadauld and Weisbach (2011) investigate whether securitization reduced the cost of obtaining corporate debt.
with no other available index. The Census Bureau provides county-level data on permits for the construction of residential one to four family housing units. Unemployment data come from the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
A.2. Matching LoanPerformance to ABSNet
We briefly discuss the steps required to match loan level data from LoanPerformance to deal summary data from ABSNet. This match is required to identify the securitizing bank associated with each loan. First, we obtain the deal summary for every residential mortgagebacked securitization deal originated between 1997 and 2007 from ABSNet. ABSNet includes information on the deal underwriter, total deal amount, and deal credit ratings. ABSNet does not classify the residential securitization deals as being subprime. We rely on the classification of subprime loans provided by LoanPerformance. No unique numerical identifier exists between the deal summary data from ABSNet and the LoanPerformance database, so we match the two sources of data by hand using deal names as the common identifier. The total number of securitized subprime loans that are included in our sample is dictated by the number of subprime loans in the LoanPerformance database that can be matched to the universe of ABSNet deals by hand, which totals 1,315 subprime deals collateralized by 6,891,273 loans.
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The median securitization deal in our sample has 5,219 mortgage loans serving as collateral. We double check that our hand-matching process correctly matched the LoanPerformance and ABSNet data by examining a subsample of deal names and deal summaries from Bloomberg. We then aggregate the total number of loans affiliated with a given bank in each ZIP code of the sample. The result of this matching and aggregating Table A1 Secondary market demand and access to credit: housing market elasticity and expected rates of house price appreciation.
We estimate cross-sectional regressions on data from the years 2004 and 2005 separately. The regressions measure the impact of demand from the secondary mortgage market on the extension of credit in the primary mortgage market. Access to credit in the primary mortgage market is measured as the natural log of the number of originated subprime loans as a fraction of total housing units in a given ZIP code. Subprime loan originations are measured using the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) higher-priced definition and the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) subprime lender list. See Appendix for details. Our excess demand measure of secondary market demand is calculated as the difference between growth in the securitization activity of the broker/dealer investment banks subtracted by the growth rate in securitization activity for all other securitizing banks. Inelastic Housing Market Indicator is a dummy variable equal to one for ZIP codes with a below-median housing market elasticity measure (Saiz, 2009) . We discuss the construction and aggregation of the control variables to the ZIP code level in the data appendix. Standard errors are clustered at the state level.
(1) (2) (3) In addressing concerns about whether our final sample of deals is systematically biased in any way, we conclude that our sample likely underrepresents deal activity that occurred early in our sample period on account of less complete coverage of subprime activity by LoanPerformance.
process yields a bank-ZIP-code year sample that tabulates the total number of loans securitized by a given bank in a given ZIP code in a given year.
